The manuscript has been overhauled completely to meet the comments of the reviewers. In particular, the second section has been changed completely, and now presents a series of examples which show how to traverse a model hierarchy using Sympl and Climt. We then move on to design considerations and decisions (now a single section created by merging the previous design considerations and design decisions sections), where we frequently refer to the examples in the previous section to illustrate the issues we are trying to solve using these packages. These examples eliminated the need to present an example at the end of the manuscript.
Introduction
The climate is a complex system constituted of a heterogeneous set of mutually ::::::::: composed :: of interacting subsystems (atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, biosphere, chemosphere) : , : each encompassing a broad range of physical and chemical processes with space and time scales spanning many orders of magnitude. Modelling and understanding the climate system in its entirety is truly a grand scientific and technological challenge. An increasingly recognised strategy for tackling this challenge is to build 5 a hierarchy of models of varying complexity. Simpler models are more amenable to in-depth analysis and understanding; the insight gained from these simpler models can then be used to understand slightly more complicated models, and so on (Held, 2005) . Specifying which particular models should occupy each rung in such a hierarchy is necessarily a matter of subjective choice, and the questions of how to create a hierarchy and what models are desirable in a canonical hierarchy has generated extensive discussions (Jeevanjee et al., 2017) . Our purpose here is to present a modelling framework which enables climate 10 scientists to easily and transparently traverse the modelling hierarchy :::::: specific ::::: model :::::::: hierarchy :::::: suiting ::::: their ::::: needs.
Designing and building a framework that facilitates traversing this hierarchy is non-trivial and continues to remain ::::::: remains a challenge. The lack of flexibility of existing climate models forces scientists to spend a lot of time reading and modifying code to construct alternative model versions that should in principle be straightforward to build. Most modelling frameworks simply provide code to exchange information between different physical domains such as atmosphere and ocean (See Theurich manipulation is inescapable, we note from our own experience and from reading about such modifications in the literature that most of them follow set patterns which could easily be provided by modelling frameworks themselves.
::
In ::: this :::::: paper ::: we : sympl and climt were written to address some of these issues, and to create a modelling framework that is :::: allow ::::: finer Furthermore, the fact that certain process level components are written to work only with certain other components demands an "architectural unity" (Randall, 1996) 
Behaviour of model components
Model components can display a variety of behaviours which must be exposed in a consistent manner by the modelling We can modify certain behaviours of model components, such as the ones above, by interacting with only the inputsand outputs of scientific components. Such modifications can be applied in the same manner to different components ::::::::: Dimension it must be kept in mind that the ordering of components can have an impact on the simulated climate of the model (Donahue and Caldwell, 2018) . :::::::: described. (Valcke et al., 2012) . It would be desirable that the modelling framework is able to identify 10 that the constituent components of a model are on different grids and provide support for adding couplers when necessary.
Models and computing infrastructure
Models need to run on a variety of computing facilities, and modelling frameworks need to abstract away the details of the computing infrastructure to enable model users to focus on the scientific aspects of the simulations. Creating such an abstraction is challenging due to the introduction of new architectures and computing models such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) 15 and many-core CPUs (See introduction in Balaji et al., 2016) . The modelling framework must facilitate storage of information about the computational resources available so that components that can take advantage of certain specialised hardware will be able to do so. Such centralised configuration also reduces errors arising due to misconfiguration of the model.
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The variety of configuration options in a climate model and in the sympl-climt framework. Note that not every climate model uses all configuration options. The starred boxes in the sympl+climt side indicate functionality that is not yet implemented.
During the development of the framework described in this paper, it was realised that some aspects of model development were fully model agnostic, whereas some aspects such as model state initialisation, ordering of coordinates axes and labelling conventions were best decided by each model. The model agnostic parts were included in the framework package (sympl)
whereas the model specific parts were included in the model package (climt).
Python was used as the language to write the framework. Python as a language and the Python ecosystem have a number Most pre-defined quantities in climt use names derived from the CF conventions. One additional suffix that we found necessary to use was on_interface_levels to distinguish between quantities defined on the interfaces and mid-levels of the vertical grid. For example air_temperature refers to the air temperature defined at the vertical grid centre, 5
whereas air_temperature_on_interface_levels refers to the same quantity defined at the vertical grid edges. 
Model State and the DataArray abstraction
The model state is a dictionary whose keys are the names of model quantities and values are sympl DataArray objects.
The model state also contains a required keyword time whose value is an object that implements the Python datetime or timedelta interface. sympl provides an interface to use the datetime objects from the cftime 2 package to support Fig. 7 
Model dimensions
sympl stores the names of spatial dimensions required by model components, but treats model coordinates (e.g. latitude) as any other state quantity. Each of the dimensions x,y,z can have arbitrary names and new names can be added -for instance, climt adds two names for the vertical dimension, mid_levels and interface_levels. This facility can be used, for instance to define different names for dimensions used in land, ocean and atmosphere models, for instance. physical constants like ::: such :: as : the speed of light.
atmospheric constants like ::: such ::: as specific heat of dry air and reference air pressure.
sphere.
-Oceanographic constants such as the reference sea water density.
We chose to keep the constants related to the condensible component of the atmosphere separate to ensure sympl is flexible enough to handle general planetary atmospheres. sympl provides a function set_condensible() which allows switching 5 all constants related to the condensible. For example set_condensible('methane') will replace all condensible constants (such as density of liquid/solid/gaseous phases, latent heat of condensation) to those corresponding to methane, provided such constants are already in the constants dictionary. The default condensible is water, which is currently the only condensible compound for which default values are given . Dimension and unit requirements in sympl are not restrictions on the inputs, but rather describe the internal representation used by the component. sympl provides helper functions that will automatically convert the input state to satisfy these requirements, and raise an exception if that is not possible.
Since this component is a Prognostic, it outputs tendencies of a quantity called air_pressure whose dimensions are 20 the same as that of the input quantity. The __call__() method accepts the state dictionary as input and returns tendencies as specified in the component properties. If the component was an Implicit, then the above method would also require the timestep as an argument to step the quantities forward in time. For components with a large number of outputs, tendencies or diagnostics, creating the output dictionaries can consume many lines of code. climt components define a method create_state_dict_for() to reduce this boilerplate and keep component code readable.
Modelling using sympl

Model Composition
Currently climt currently has the following components that can be used to build models 4 :
5
-RRTMG longwave and shortwave radiative transfer (Clough et al., 2005) : This is a Fortran component accessed via a cython wrapper. RRTMG is a state-of-the-art radiative transfer code used in many climate models. (Frierson et al., 2006) . These components are written in pure Python. This radiative scheme has been 10 used in many idealised climate dynamics simulations to isolate the thermodynamic effects of latent heat release from the radiative effects of water vapour, which is a strong greenhouse gas.
-Insolation: This component is written in pure Python. It provides the solar zenith angle based on the time available in the model state. This zenith angle is used in radiative transfer codes. Currently, this component uses approximations and orbital parameters which make it highly accurate for earth but inapplicable to other planets.
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-Emanuel convection scheme (Emanuel and Živković Rothman, 1999) : This is a Fortran component accessed via a cython ::::::
Cython : wrapper. It is a mass flux based convection scheme which is based on the boundary layer quasi-equilibrium hypothesis (Raymond, 1995) .
-Grid scale condensation. : : This is written in pure Python. It calculates the water vapour and temperature fields in the atmosphere after condensing out excess water vapour to keep the atmospheric column from becoming super-saturated.
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-Spectral dynamical core, : : :::: This :::::::::: component :: is : derived from the General Forecast System (https://github.com/jswhit/ gfs-dycore). This :: It is a Fortran module accessed via a cython wrapper. It uses a high performance spherical harmonics library shtns (https://bitbucket.org/nschaeff/shtns). It is parallelised using OpenMP :::::::::::::::::::::: (Dagum and Menon, 1998) , and therefore is most effective on shared memory systems. The dynamics is stepped using an implicit-explicit total variation diminishing Runge-Kutta 3 time-stepper. The physics tendencies are stepped forward using a forward Euler scheme.
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-Simple Physics package for idealised simulations (Reed and Jablonowski, 2012) . : : This is a fortran module accessed via a cython wrapper. It provides initial conditions which can be used for testing moist dynamical cores, and also provides a simple diffusive boundary layer suitable for idealised simulations. -Held-Suarez forcing (Held and Suarez, 1994) . : : This component is written in pure Python. It provides an idealised set of model physics which can be used for testing dry dynamical cores and idealised simulations. climt also provides binary releases on all supported platforms, eliminating the need to have a compiler on the user's system.
sympl is written in pure Python, and does not have any compiler requirements. Both packages are regression tested using the online services TravisCI (https://travis-ci.org/) and AppVeyor (https://www.appveyor.com/). Both packages also maintain 25 regularly updated documentation at http://sympl.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ and http://climt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/. Figure ? ? shows a typical script used to build a model using sympl and climt. The first few lines simply import components that are required to build the model. These imports also serve to inform the user which components are required to build the required model. The first simulation is that of an atmospheric column that is run to equilibrium in the presence of radiation and convection. This was run was a shared server which means that these performance figures should probably be a lower bound. We also expect the performance to improve further since currently only the dynamical core and the radiative transfer components run in parallel (using openMP).
Example Script
Conclusions and Future Avenues
sympl and climt represent a novel approach to climate modelling which provides the user with fine-grained control over 5 the configuration of the model. sympl provides a rich set of entities which describe all functionality typically expected of a climate model. This set of entities (or classes) allows climt to be an easy to use climate modelling toolkit by allowing decisions about model creation and configuration to be made at a single location (the run script) and without ambiguity. The modular nature of the packages allows for code reuse as one traverses the hierarchy of models from single column model to three dimensional GCMs. We attempt to address concerns about plug-and-play type architectures (Randall, 1996) and : x ::: axis :: is :: in :::::: degrees. and for exoplanet research, and efforts towards ::::::::: modelling, ::: and : adding components relevant to these fields will also be a priority. Another important component to add would be a flexible grid interpolation component to allow interaction between components based on different model grids. Modifications are also being made to sympl to further simplify the writing of model components, with automatic validation of input and output properties and automatic preparation of numpy arrays for use by components.
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While care has been taken to ensure that parallel computing is possible, we have yet to address the question of distributed memory and computing. While running our model :::::: building ::::::: models in a simple MPI scenario seems feasible in the near future, more sophisticated configurations with components running in parallel will need some thought and design. 
